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ABSTRACT
The likelihood of conducting safe operations increases when operators have effectively
integrated their knowledge of the operation into meaningful relationships, referred to as
knowledge structures (KSs). Unlike knowing isolated facts about an operation, well integrated
KSs reflect a deeper understanding. It is, however, only the isolated facts that are often evaluated
in training environments. To know whether an operator has formed well integrated KSs, KS
evaluation methods must be employed. Many of these methods, however, require subjective,
human-rated evaluations. These ratings are often prone to the negative influence of a rater’s
limitations such as rater biases and cognitive limitations; therefore, the extent to which KS
evaluations are beneficial is dependent on the degree to which the rater’s limitations can be
mitigated. The main objective of this study was to identify factors that will mitigate rater
limitations and test their influence on the reliability and validity of KS evaluations. These factors
were identified through the delineation of a framework that represents how a rater’s limitations
will influence the cognitive processes that occur during the evaluation process. From this
framework, one factor (i.e., operation knowledge), and three mitigation techniques (i.e., frameof-reference training, reducing the complexity of the KSs, and providing referent material) were
identified. Ninety-two participants rated the accuracy of eight KSs over a period of two days.
Results indicated that reliability was higher after training. Furthermore, several interactions
indicated that the benefits of domain knowledge, referent material, and reduced complexity
existed within subsets of the participants. For example, reduced complexity only increased
reliability among evaluators with less knowledge of the operation. Also, referent material
increased reliability only for those who scored less complex KSs. Both the practical and
theoretical implications of these results are provided.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Operations in high-risk environments such as commercial flight or combat often require
operators or teams of operators to make crucial, quick, and effective decisions under intense
stress. The likelihood of safely conducting these operations increases when operators have
effectively integrated their knowledge of the operation into meaningful relationships that define
the domain, procedures, and systems associated with the operation. Although it has been
established that integrated knowledge of an operation is essential for safe operations, many
operation-based training environments determine what an operator knows or has learned using
methods that only evaluate superficial knowledge (e.g., memorization) (Day, Arthur, & Gettman,
2001). For example, many commercial airline pilot training environments emphasize procedural
knowledge evaluations, such as evaluating whether pilots have memorized and can execute the
hundreds of procedures required for flight including set up, equipment check, navigation, and
control procedures, as opposed to evaluating integrated knowledge which would reveal a pilot’s
deeper understanding of flight procedures, such as understanding the relationships between the
procedures and the aircraft’s and/or automation’s behaviors (see Dismukes, Berman, &
Loukopoulos, 2007).
Methods referred to as knowledge structure (KS) evaluation methods, have been used to
evaluate integrated knowledge. In fact, research on the elicitation and evaluation of KSs is
prevalent within elementary education domains such as primary and secondary education of
science and mathematics (J. D. Novak, 1995; Ruiz-Primo, Shavelson, Li, & Schultz, 2001;
Stayanov & Kirschner, 2004; Yin, Vanides, Ruiz-Primo, Ayala, & Shavelson, 2005). In addition,
researchers have investigated the application of KS elicitation and evaluation to skill-dependent
1

tasks (Day et al., 2001), and operations and system dependent tasks such as flight (Curtis,
Harper-Sciarini, Jentsch, Schuster, & Swanson, 2007; Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Salas, &
Cannon-Bowers, 2000; Smith & Boehm-Davis, 2008; Smith, Boehm-Davis, & Fadden, 2008)
and electronic circuitry (Harper, Hoeft, Jentsch, & Boehm-Davis, 2005) . These studies have
been successful in showing the benefits of both (a) having accurately interrelated knowledge
connecting operation-specific information, and (b) using KS evaluations in operation-based
training environments.
Although there is evidence supporting the use of KS evaluation methods for gaining a
better understanding of what an operator knows about an operation, researchers have shown how
unreliable and invalid these methods can be when not properly implemented (McClure, Sonak, &
Suen, 1999; Ruiz-Primo, Schultz, Li, & Shavelson, 2001). In fact, the novelty of these methods,
alone, will likely require steps to be taken to ensure their implementation is reliable and valid.
Purpose of the Study and Overview of Paper
The research presented here sought to investigate factors that may influence KS
evaluations, with the specific goal of identifying methods that may improve their reliability and
validity. How this was achieved is discussed following Chapter Two, where I review the history
and application of knowledge integration, knowledge structures, and knowledge structure
evaluation.
In Chapter Three, I first discuss the similarities and differences between KS evaluations
and other subjective evaluations methods (i.e., job performance evaluations). Second, I explain
how the reliability and validity of KS evaluation methods may be sensitive to the same or similar
biases and limitations of the evaluator, or rater. Finally, I describe the framework that guided this
2

research effort, which assumes that a rater’s biases and limitations will influence the cognitive
processes that occur during the rating process. This framework was then used to identify
methods that may mitigate the negative influence a rater’s bias or limitation may have on the
reliability and validity of KS evaluations (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Framework used for investigation.

A description of the study designed to test the hypothesized affects of the mitigation
methods on reliability and validity is presented in Chapter Four, the results from the study are
presented in Chapter Five; and the conclusions in Chapter Six. By conducting this investigation,
a better understanding of the KS evaluation process was gained, in addition to guidelines that
practitioners should follow when implementing KS evaluations.
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CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Knowledge Integration
Unlike simply knowing isolated facts about an operation, having well-integrated
knowledge reflects a deeper understanding of an operation. For example, one may learn the
superficial facts (or surface features) of driving, such as that turning the wheels on a car is done
by using a hand–operated steering wheel which is positioned in front of the driver. In contrast,
however, one may also learn the deeper, conceptual features of driving, such as that the outcome
of turning a steering wheel (ratio of how far you turn the steering wheel to how far the wheels
turn) is often a function of the gear ratio, or the type of gearset (e.g., rack and pinion).
Knowledge of surface features gives the driver general facts about steering, such as the location
of the steering wheel. In contrast, knowledge of conceptual features provides an understanding of
how steering is affected under given conditions (i.e., one type of gearset may require less force
from the driver to turn the tires than another type of gearset).
Varying terms have been used to describe knowledge of conceptual features, and
specifically, the meaningful relationships one may integrate within memory. The terms include
―mental models‖, ―conceptual knowledge‖, ―schemas‖, ―cognitive structures‖, and ―structural
knowledge‖ (Day et al., 2001; Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci, 1993; Kraiger, Ford, & Salas, 1993;
Tennyson & Cocchiarella, 1986). Although these terms have slightly varying definitions, they
are, for the most part, based on the assumption that conceptual knowledge is gathered and stored
in memory in the form of relational networks (see Anderson & Bower, 1973; Collins & Quillian,
1969; Deese, 1961; Johnson & O'Reilly, 1964; Shavelson, 1972). These relational networks are
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commonly understood as the mechanisms by which people can interact with their environment
(see Rouse & Morris, 1986).
Knowledge Integration and Operator Knowledge
Given that the relational networks that one has stored in memory are used to interact with
their environment, it can then be logically concluded that the relational networks that an operator
has stored in memory are used to interact with the systems that are being operated. Specifically,
the operator uses the relational networks to help with understanding situations that may occur
during an operation, and to make predictions about future states of the operation. Furthermore,
the stored relationships, if well integrated, facilitate effective and efficient memory retrieval
which, in turn, facilitates quicker comprehension, better inferences, and more accurate
predictions of future states of an operation (Collins & Gentner, 1987; Day et al., 2001; Rouse &
Morris, 1986). Finally, and of most importance, is the quick retrieval of relevant information
that well-integrated knowledge facilitates when situations or events outside of normal operations
occur (e.g., mechanical failure, human error, or environmental changes) (Cannon-Bowers, Salas,
& Converse, 1993). In sum, well-integrated knowledge facilitates cognitive actions that can lead
to safe operations.
Representing Integrated Knowledge
Knowledge elicitation methods can be used to represent the relationships an operator has
integrated and stored in memory. As mentioned in the introduction, the outcome that is elicited
has been referred to as a knowledge structure (KS). KSs delineate hypothetical structures of
information related to an operation. The accuracy of an operator’s KS is evaluated to determine
what the operator understands/misunderstands about the operation. Given that integrated
5

knowledge may influence both how well an operator understands the functions of an operation,
and an operator’s success at predicting future operational requirements (Kraiger et al., 1993;
Rouse & Morris, 1986), the accuracy of an operator’s KS, to some degree, represents an
operator’s ability to conduct safe operations. For example, pilots may exhibit safe flight
maneuvers when they display more accurate KSs of flight dynamics, flight procedures, and
aircraft components (Curtis et al., 2007).
Knowledge Structure Elicitation Techniques
Developing techniques for eliciting KSs has been a major focus of knowledge elicitation
research (e.g., Boehm-Davis, 1989; Cooke, 1999; Day et al., 2001; Hoffman, Shadbolt, Burton,
& Klein, 1995; Klein, Calderwood, & MacGregor, 1989). These techniques have been referred to
as conceptual knowledge elicitation techniques (Cooke, 1994). Their outcome often resembles a
network of interrelated terms that define the domain or operation that is being represented (see
Figure 2).
In comparison to techniques for the elicitation of other types of knowledge, such as
verbal reports, interviews, and process tracing, conceptual knowledge elicitation methods require
very little intervention, intuitions, and/or judgments by the administrator (Cooke, 1994).
Furthermore, conceptual knowledge elicitation techniques reduce the need for the subjective
interpretation of the large amounts of data that is often collected from observations, interviews,
or other typical classroom techniques, such as writing compositions or essays. Essentially,
conceptual knowledge elicitation techniques attempt to provide a condensed, objective
representation of a learner’s knowledge that is free of administrator bias.

6

Figure 2. Depicts an example of an outcome from a conceptual knowledge elicitation technique.

Note: The knowledge structure here represents the person’s
understanding of the relationships between concepts related to
photosynthesis in plants.
Various KS elicitation techniques have been developed. The outcomes from these
techniques only vary slightly in appearance; however, how the outcome is obtained may vary
drastically, to the point of where the outcomes represent different information about a learner’s
knowledge. In fact researchers have suggested that the different elicitation techniques depict
different aspects of a KS, and thus multiple elicitation techniques should be used in combination
(Shavelson, Ruiz-Primo, & Wiley, 2005) (see also Cheatham & Lane, 2002; Evans, Jentsch, Hitt,
& Bowers, 2001; Hoffman et al., 1995).
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Two examples of commonly used elicitation methods are to obtain pairwise relatedness
ratings and concept mapping. Pairwise ratings requires the respondent to judge the strength of
the relationship within concepts presented as pairs (Cooke & McDonald, 1987; Kraiger et al.,
1993; Shavelson, 1972). More specifically, users may be presented with 55 pairs of concepts
formed from 10 concepts, and asked to rate their similarity on a scale from ―1‖ (not related) to
―7‖ (highly related). Once all pairs of concepts are rated, the ratings can be transformed into a
network using a scaling algorithm, such as the Pathfinder algorithm (Davis, Curtis, & Tschetter,
2003; Anna L. Rowe, Cooke, Hall, & Halgren, 1996; Schvaneveldt, 1990).
More specifically, scaling algorithms, such as Pathfinder transform a proximity matrix
into a network of concepts where the links indicate the semantic distance between the concepts,
or how closely the concepts are related (Jonassen et al., 1993). When elicited from an operator,
these networks can convey (a) how integrated the operator’s knowledge of an operation is, (b)
the operator’s understanding of the hierarchical nature of the operation, and/or (c) the operator’s
perceived strength/existence of relationships between concepts from other domains (i.e., crosslinks) (see Novak & Gowin, 1984).
In contrast to the use of pairwise relatedness ratings, concept mapping requires the
operator to directly generate relationships between domain concepts (Jonassen et al., 1993; J. D.
Novak & Gowen, 1984; Ruiz-Primo & Shavelson, 1996). There are various methods for
administering concept mapping. McClure, Sonak, and Suen (1993), through empirical research,
for example, identified an administration method that is less time-consuming than other methods
of elicitation, yet still provides an adequate representation of learners’ knowledge structure. For
this elicitation method, operators are given a list of concepts (usually between 10 and 20) that are
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essential for defining the operation(s) under evaluation. Operators then create relationships by
drawing links or arrows between the concepts they perceive as being related. In most cases, the
user is asked to create labels between the connected concepts that describe why or how the
concepts are related (refer to Figure 2). When two concepts are linked and the relationship is
labeled, a proposition, or a meaningful statement about an object or event, is formed (J. D.
Novak & Canas, 2006). Essentially, the concept mapping method produces a concept map (CM)
made up of propositions that define an operation (see Figure 3).
In addition to the concept mapping method being a more direct elicitation method than
pairwise relatedness ratings, the outcome from concept mapping provides more information
about the relationships than that from pairwise relatedness ratings. In particular, concept
mapping is typically administered in a way that encourages the learner during the elicitation
process to describe why two concepts are related. Descriptive information about the relationship
between two concepts can, however, also be obtained from pairwise relatedness rating technique
after the structure of the knowledge is obtained (Cooke, 1994); however, concept mapping
facilitates a more fluid elicitation of knowledge right from the start.
Depicting the contextual information associated with an operator’s knowledge may be
invaluable not only for evaluating its accuracy, but also for diagnosing any misconceptions the
operator may have about an operation (see J. Novak, Gowen, & Johansen, 1983). The
propositions that are formed when creating a concept map depict not only connections between
concepts, but also what the operator knows about the relationships. Indeed, only knowing that an
operator has made connections between concepts may be misleading when the operator has a
weak or incorrect understanding of the relationship. Concept mapping, thus, provides additional
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information about an operator’s knowledge that can be useful for diagnosing misconceptions or
misunderstandings
Given the importance of diagnostic evaluations, this study focused on the reliability and
validly of KSs elicited using concept maps. As a side note, however, I have not intended here to
argue that concept mapping is frequently, or always, better than pairwise relatedness rating
methods or other conceptual knowledge elicitation methods. In fact, I advocate instead that more
than one method should be used to ensure a thorough evaluation of an operator’s knowledge
structure. Furthermore, the pairwise relatedness rating technique has been extensively
investigated in operation-based domains (Dorsey, Campbell, Foster, & Miles, 1999; Anna L.
Rowe & Cooke, 1995), yet very few studies have investigated the utility of methods (i.e.,
concept mapping) that elicit and evaluate the contextual information within a KS. For the
remainder of this paper, the term ―KS evaluation‖ will refer to the evaluation of the information
elicited within a contextual KS elicitation method such as concept mapping.

10

Figure 3. Example of KS with propositions.

Note: This knowledge structure contains propositions, in
comparison to the knowledge structure in Figure 2 that contains
only links.
Evaluating Knowledge Structures
Once elicited, KSs are evaluated using conceptual knowledge evaluation methods. How
KSs are evaluated is dependent on the method used for the elicitation, and the components within
the elicited outcome. For example, Ruiz-Primo (2004) suggested that elicitation methods can be
characterized along a continuum from low to high directedness (Ruiz-Primo, 2004; Ruiz-Primo,
Schultz et al., 2001; Ruiz-Primo, Shavelson, & Schultz, 1997). Therefore, when choosing an
11

evaluation method, both the directness and the components (contextual and/or structural) elicited
must be considered. Ruiz-Primo (2004) used the following example to explain:
If the examinee is to provide the terms, the assessor may decide to score them as correct
or incorrect without considering the relevance of the terms. If the amount of terms was not
posed as a constraint, the assessor may score the quantity of terms provided (Ruiz-Primo, 2004,
p. 2). In light of her findings, Ruiz-Primo (2004) developed a framework for choosing KS
scoring methods based on what method was used to elicit the KS (see Figure 4).

12

Figure 4. Ruiz-Primo’s (2004) KS directness framework.
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There are multiple methods for evaluating KSs (McClure et al., 1999; Ruiz-Primo &
Shavelson, 1996). Ruiz-Primo and Shavelson (1996) categorized these methods by the strategies
used to obtain a score/rating that represents the quality of the KS. These strategies included: (a)
scoring/rating the components of the KS, (b) comparing the KS to an expert or referent outcome,
and (c) using both strategies a and b. To simplify the explanation of how these strategies have
been applied, they were collapsed into two groups: (a) evaluating the components of a KS and
(b) using a referent map to evaluate the components within the KS. The first strategy is
discussed in the following section. The latter strategy is the same as the former, only the rater
uses referent materials to assist with implementing the evaluation strategies. It was proposed here
that using referent materials during a KS evaluation would mitigate particular rater limitations.
This is discussed further in Chapter Three, along with how referent materials have been created
and used.
Evaluating the Components of a KS
The components within a KS may include concept, links, and labels. Figure 2 above
depicts a KS outcome that is made up of concepts and links. As discussed above, the concepts
are important terms that define a domain and the lines indicate a relationship exists between the
concepts. Furthermore, KSs may contain labels between each linked concept which describes
how the concepts are related (refer to Figure 3). The combination of concepts, links, and labels
form statements that define an operation, also referred to as a proposition.
The components within a KS can be characterized as either structural or contextual. In
this framework, structural characteristics are the linked concepts, whereas contextual
characteristics are the label. Like different knowledge elicitation methods (Hoffman et al., 1995),
14

the different components within a KS elicit different types of knowledge. Therefore, the type of
evaluation, in terms of its detail or depth, is dependent upon the components available to
evaluate. For example, KSs that contain only linked concepts will provide a depiction of the
structural characteristics within a KS, as opposed to evaluating the propositions which provide a
depiction of the contextual information within the KS (Yin et al., 2005).
Structural KS Evaluations. Evaluating the structure of a KS will indicate whether an
operator can correctly identify relationships that are important for defining an operation
(Johnson-Laird, 1980). Examining the linked concepts by, for example, counting the number of
correctly linked concepts within a KS indicates how many relationships an operator can correctly
identify. Essentially this examination method reveals the density of an operator’s KS which can
distinguish an expert operator, who has a denser network of correctly linked concepts, from a
novice who has a less dense network of correctly linked concepts (see Bedard & Chi, 1992).
Structural evaluations may also refer to evaluating features of a KS such as hierarchies.
Hierarchical KSs are characterized by super-ordinate concepts at the top and crosslinks between
hierarchies. Scores may be assigned based on how many levels of hierarchies are present in the
structure, or how many relevant crosslinks there are (J. D. Novak, 1995). Not all KSs, however,
have a hierarchical structure. KSs that reflect a hierarchical structure are often developed based
on a Learning theory (i.e., Ausubel’s theory) which posits that new information is related to and
subsumable under, more general, existing information (see J. D. Novak & Gowen, 1984). As a
result, the cognitive structure of this information should be elicited (and learned) in a hierarchical
manner.
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Researchers in support of non-hierarchical structures suggest that KSs are more like
semantic networks. They argue that not all domains are suitable for hierarchical structures
(Ruiz-Primo & Shavelson, 1996). Furthermore, eliciting a hierarchical structure from an operator
may require that the operator has learned the information in a hierarchical manner. Whether KSs
containing operation relevant information should be hierarchical in nature is an empirical
question that is, however, beyond the scope of this study.
Contextual KS Evaluations. Evaluating contextual information typically entails
examining the quality of propositions. For example, each proposition within a KS could be given
a rating in accordance with a protocol that considers the correctness of the proposition (see
Figure 5) (McClure et al., 1999). Evaluating the accuracy of the labels within a KS is considered
a more detailed KS evaluation method. Contextual evaluation can indicate whether the operator
correctly understands the relationships between the linked concepts.
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Proposition to be
scored

Is there any relationship between the
subject and the object?

No

Assign a value of 0

No

Assign a value of 1

Yes

Does the label indicate a possible
relationship between the words?
Yes

Does the direction of the arrow indicate a
hierarchical or causal relationship between words
which are compatible with the label?

No

Assign a value of 2

Yes

Assign a value of 3
Figure 5. McClure and Bell’s (1999) protocol for contextual KS evaluations.

Structural vs. Contextual Evaluation. Although knowing how many relationships an
operator can correctly identify may provide some insight into his/her knowledge, evaluating the
accuracy of the labels that connect the concepts will determine whether an operator correctly
understands the relationship. Indeed, researchers have argued that only evaluating the structural
characteristics of a person’s knowledge will lead to a less accurate depiction of the accuracy or
quality of the knowledge in comparison to evaluating the contextual information. As argued
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before, contextual information may be invaluable for not only evaluating an operator’s
knowledge, but also for diagnosing any misconceptions the operator may have about an
operation (J. Novak et al., 1983).
In comparison to structural evaluations, however, contextual evaluations are more
subjective. For example, there is only a finite number of concepts that could be correctly
connected within a KS; yet, there are varying descriptions that could correctly represent the
relationship between the concepts (West, Pomeroy, Park, Gerstenberger, & Sandoval, 2000).
This can be better understood by considering the difference between evaluating multiple-choice
tests and essays.
With a multiple-choice test, there is typically one correct or more accurate answer to
choose from among multiple wrong or less accurate answers. The evaluation method, therefore,
is done by calculating how many times one chooses the correct answer. Essays, in comparison,
allow responders to present information from their own perspective which may reflect varying
levels of correctness. As a result, raters must judge how correct a description is, sometimes over
multiple evaluations. It is here where the limitations of the rater affect the rating process.
Like essays, examining the propositions within a KS requires judging and rating the
correctness of conceptual information. As a result, evaluating the contextual information within
a KS is susceptible to the same limitations as other subjective evaluation methods (i.e., essays
and job performance evaluations). The following section discusses how these limitations have
been demonstrated in studies investigating the reliability and validity of KS evaluation methods.
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The Psychometrics of KS Evaluations
Ruiz-Primo and Shavelson (1996) conducted a thorough review of several studies that
investigated the psychometric properties of KS evaluations. Included in their review was a study
by Anderson and Huang (1989) which indicated substantial correlations between KS evaluation
scores, education achievement tests and ability tests. Furthermore, Acton (1994) found that
evaluation scores for KSs elicited from instructors were higher than the evaluation scores for
KSs elicited from students. These studies suggested that KS evaluation methods have concurrent
validity and can show known group differences.
From their review, Ruiz-Primo and Shavelson (1996) concluded that many of the studies
reported high inter-rater reliability coefficients; however, they warned that these scores must be
interpreted with caution as reliability was often calculated on scores produced from only
evaluating the structural dimensions (e.g., density) of the KS. The reliability and validity of
evaluating the contextual information within a KS, however, was seldom reported. Furthermore,
in recent studies researchers have shown that the scores derived from contextual evaluations
were less reliable than the scores derived from structural evaluations (see M. E. Harper, Hoeft,
Evans, & Jentsch, 2004; West et al., 2000).
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Overall Summary
Researchers have recognized the influence that well integrated knowledge structures has
on performance (Goldsmith & Kraiger, 1997). When strong, accurate relationships have been
formed between concepts that define an operation, then operators are better able to make
effective decisions, and quickly problem solve when necessary. These relationships can be
depicted in the form of Knowledge Structures (KSs). To effectively measure the accuracy of
KSs, contextual KS evaluation methods must be employed which are essential for both
evaluation and diagnosis.
KS evaluations often require human evaluation, and thus may be influenced by the
characteristics a rater may bring to the evaluation process (e.g., knowledge of the operation or
knowledge of the evaluation process). These characteristics may often negatively affect
evaluations as they may be in the form of biases (i.e., the halo effect) or limitations (cognitive
limitations). The influence of these characteristics is often reflected in the reliability and validity
of the evaluation outcome, which in this study refers to the ratings an evaluator assign to
represent the quality of a KS.
Very few, if any, studies have investigated how a rater’s characteristics may influence the
reliability and validity of KS evaluations. The most relevant research is found in the
Industrial/Organization Psychology literature, which has extensively focused on improving
behavioral ratings, such as those derived from job-performance evaluations. As discussed in
Chapter three below, the KS evaluation process may be influenced by the same or similar rater
biases or limitations. Furthermore, how these limitations were uncovered and how they can be
mitigated is discussed.
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CHAPTER THREE: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES
Researchers have described the procedural steps for evaluating job performances as
including (1) observing a performance, (2) examining the quality of the performance, and (3)
rating the performance (Borman, 1978) (see Figure 6). While the KS evaluation process may
include the examine and rate steps, it lacks the complexity of the observation stage. In
performance evaluations, the observation process includes detecting, perceiving, and recalling or
recognizing a specific behavioral event (Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994). In KS evaluations, the
information is presented in a single instance; therefore, detection and perception of the
information is unnecessary. Furthermore, the process does not require an evaluation based on
more than one instance, only the instance presented within the KS at the time of the evaluation.
Therefore, a rater’s ability to detect, perceive, and recall/recognize a behavior is inconsequential
to KS evaluations.

Figure 6. Stages of Borman’s performance judgment process.
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Knowledge Structure Evaluation Procedure
In place of the three step performance judgment process described above, a two step
process which includes only the Examine and Rate steps (see Figure 7) was used in order to
delineate KS evaluation procedures. In this procedure, the examine step is when the performance
is examined in terms of the effectiveness it represents. Similarly, the examine step in KS
evaluations is where the quality of the content within the KS is examined. For job performance
and KS evaluations, the result of the examine process is depicted during the Rate step. In other
words, during the Rate step, a single outcome (i.e., rating) is derived to represent the outcome of
the Examine step. As depicted in Figure 7, the rating reflects the reliability and validity of the
KS evaluation.

Figure 7. KS evaluation procedures.

Guiding Frameworks
To reiterate, the goal of this study was to identify methods that improve the reliability and
validity of KS evaluations. Therefore, it was necessary to identify factors that influence the KS
evaluation procedures described above. Two theoretical frameworks were used to guide the
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identification of these factors, including Landy, James, and Farr’s (1980) process model of job
performance ratings and Baddeley’s (1981) working memory model.
Performance Evaluation Process Model. The performance rating process model
delineates the subsystems that form the overall job performance rating process. The main
assumption of the model is that the rater brings certain characteristics (e.g., domain knowledge
and cognitive capacities) to the rating process which inevitably influences the rating outcome.
The ―rating process‖ component within the model contains two subsystems, the cognitive
process of the rater and the administrative rating process of the organization. This effort
specifically focuses on the former subcomponent; however, it is recognized that organizational
influences must also be acknowledged and investigated.
Baddeley’s Working Memory Model. The second framework used for this effort was
Baddeley’s (2000) working memory model. In general, working memory models propose a
system with limited capacity which temporarily stores information that is necessary to complete
a task. A more current working memory model is composed of an episodic buffer that can be
conceived of as an interface between the various components of working memory and LTM
(Baddeley, 2000). Based on this model, it could be assumed that during the KS evaluation
process the episodic buffer plays a role in retrieving operation specific information from long
term memory; and furthermore, temporarily stores the information while the central executive
component of working memory uses the information to form a mental model that can be used to
decide the quality of the information presented in the KS (to assign a rating). Figure 8 depicts the
working memory process as it is assumed to occur during KS evaluations. First, the rater makes a
decision by attending to the information within the KS, once it is attended to, then the rater
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searches long term memory for relevant information, retrieves and stores the information in the
episodic buffer while the central executor forms a mental model to use for determining what
rating to assign.

Figure 8. Model of working memory process during the KS evaluation process.

Experimental Framework
From these two models, the framework depicted in Figure 9 was delineated. Essentially,
the framework represents the characteristics (i.e., biases and limitations) a rater may bring to the
evaluation process, and the processes within working memory that may be affected by those
characteristics. The KS evaluation framework guided the hypotheses presented in the following
Chapter.
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The hypotheses presented below propose how the reliability and/or validity of KS
evaluations are affected by specific mitigation techniques. Reliable KS evaluations are defined
here as the ability of an assessor to produce a rating that consistently represents the quality of an
operator’s KS; in particular, the reliability within a rater’s ratings of the same information within
a KS. Validity is defined as the ability of an assessor to provide ratings that converge with
ratings derived by raters considered to be domain experts.

Figure 9. Framework of knowledge structure evaluation process.

The Halo Effect and the Decision Process
As described in Chapter Four, the decision process occurs when the rater uses the mental
model formed in the central executor to decide what rating to assign. The decision that is made
may be influenced by the contents of the mental model, and also, by the tendency of a rater to
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exhibit idiosyncratic behaviors that result in rater error. Rater errors are often associated with the
biases of a rater (Borman, 1978; Kavanagh, MacKinney, & Wolins, 1971; Landy & Farr, 1980;
Weekley & Gier, 1989). Rater error has been extensively studied in the context of performance
ratings in industrial organizations (Viswesvaran, Schmidt, & Ones, 2005), and to a lesser extent
in the context of conceptual ratings in education environments (Eckes, 2008; G. Engelhard, Jr.,
1994). Researchers have identified various categories of rater error including severity/leniency,
central tendency, restriction of range, and halo (Saal, Downey, & Lahey, 1980). All of these
errors should be addressed when studying the reliability of a measurement. As discussed above,
one key aspect of KS evaluations is the multiple dimensions of knowledge that are represented
within the KS (e.g., structural and contextual). This characteristic makes KS evaluations
particularly susceptible to the rater error, referred to as the halo effect.
Halo and KS Evaluations
The halo effect, is an error commonly addressed throughout past research on both
performance ratings and conceptual ratings (Carter, Haythorn, Meirowitz, & Lanzetta, 1951;
Cooper, 1981; Dennis, 2007; Thorndike, 1920). This effect has differing manifestations
depending on the context of an evaluation. For behavioral ratings, halo often refers to the
tendency of a rater to evaluate an individual’s performance on the merit of that individual, rather
than on the actual performance being evaluated (Thorndike, 1920). In educational settings,
where more conceptual information such as essays or compositions is evaluated, halo refers to
the tendency of the assessor to apply a singular approach to the evaluation, when a
multidimensional approach is more appropriate; for example, raters may tend to provide general
ratings based on a subset of dimensions within a an essay (e.g., context, structure, or syntax)
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rather than spreading their evaluations out evenly across all relevant dimensions (Eckes, 2008;
G. Engelhard, 1994).
KSs, like performance behaviors and essays, often represent multiple dimensions of one’s
integrated knowledge. As discussed previously, KSs may contain both structural characteristics
(e.g., density) and contextual characteristics (e.g., accuracy). These characteristics can be broken
down even further; for example, contextual information represents both the relevancy and
accuracy of one’s KS; and, structural may represent the density and hierarchical nature of one’s
KS.
To decide what rating to assign, a rater may conduct a general evaluation of a KS by
considering only the relevancy of the content or only the structure of the content; in this case,
he/she is demonstrating the halo effect. Failure to evaluate the multiple dimensions within a KS
may lead to an over-/under-estimated representation of an operator’s knowledge. For example, if
during the evaluation process a rater examines how many concepts are accurately linked, the
rating will then represent only the structural dimensions of the operator’s knowledge, which can
be misleading if the operator does not accurately understand the relationship between the
concepts that are linked.
Demonstrating the halo effect within KS evaluations suggests that a rater does not have
an accurate conceptualization of how to effectively evaluate KSs. In this case, the rater may not
only provide misleading ratings, but may decide what rating to assign based on different rating
criteria across different evaluations. Given this, the reliability of KS ratings may be dependent on
whether the decision process is affected by the halo effect (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Depicts the reliability of KS ratings as being dependent on whether the decision
process is influenced by the halo effect.

Mitigating Halo
Within the behavioral evaluation literature researchers have successfully reduced the
halo effect using training methods referred to as rater error training (Bernardin, Bernardin, &
Walter, 1977; Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994). Originally, rater error training was used to mitigate not
only halo but also the errors mentioned above (e.g., severity, leniency, and central tendency).
The goal of the training was to familiarize raters with the concept of rater error. This was
achieved by identifying different types of rater errors and describing why these errors may occur
(Bernardin, 1978; Borman, 1978; Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994). This training paradigm was based
on the assumption that the accuracy of performance ratings could be established by training
raters on how to evenly distribute their ratings across a rating scale.
More recently, researchers have suggested that training which focuses on appropriately
distributing ratings across a scale is less effective than theory-based rater training (Lievens,
2001; Schleicher, Schleicher, Day, Mayes, & Riggio, 2002). In particular, researchers have
demonstrated the effectiveness of a training referred to as Frame-of-Reference (FOR) training.
FOR training has been shown to reduce rater error within the context of (a) behavior-based
performance measures such as instructor performance (Uggerslev & Sulsky, 2008) and (b)
performance-based ratings for both workers’ job competencies (Lievens & Sanchez, 2007) and
management competencies (Schleicher, Schleicher, & Day, 1998).
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Frame-of- Reference Training
FOR training emphasizes a theory of performance in terms of the dimensions that define
the performance (Lievens, 2001; Schleicher et al., 2002; Uggerslev & Sulsky, 2008). For
example, the theory of performance for evaluating an instructor’s effectiveness may be defined
by dimensions such as presentation skills, lecture organization, and lecture content. Essentially,
FOR training defines dimensions that are important for the evaluation, and also provides
examples of effective behaviors related to the dimensions (Lievens, 2001). This approach
encourages the assessor to evaluate dimensions that effectively represent performance.
In behavioral performance ratings, FOR training provides raters with a conceptualization
of what dimensions within a behavior should be rated, which in turn, helps the rater adequately
rate the dimensions within the observed performance (Sulsky & Day, 1994). For KS evaluations,
FOR training would provide raters with a conceptualization of what dimensions should be
evaluated and provide examples of what ratings would be assigned to varying levels of quality.
For example, raters should be provided with propositions that accurately explain phenomena
relevant to the operation; or, may inaccurately explain relevant phenomena.
Studies have shown that FOR training is more effective at increasing the accuracy of
behavioral performance ratings, as compared to traditional rater error training (Woehr &
Huffcutt, 1994). Additionally, FOR training provided a deeper level of processing which resulted
in more retention of the training material, as compared to traditional training methods (Athey &
McIntyre, 1987; Sulsky & Day, 1994); In sum, FOR training enforces a conceptualization of the
rating process that is resistant to decay, over time.
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Given the prior success of FOR training, I proposed that the application of this training
paradigm to KS rater training would lead to the mitigation of the halo effect within KS
evaluations. More specifically, KS FOR training would provide a deeply encoded
conceptualization which allowed the rater to decide what rating to assign using the same rating
method across multiple evaluations (see Figure 11). Therefore,

H1: after FOR training, raters would produce more consistent ratings than before training

H2: after FOR training, the reliability of the ratings would remain significantly higher than
before training, a day following the training.

Figure 11. Depicts the mitigating effect of FOR training on the reliability of KS ratings.

Cognitive Demands on the Retrieval and Storage Process
Very few studies have investigated how cognitive demand may influence the reliability of
KS evaluations (Plummer, 2008). For example, how the complexity of a KS affects the storage
process that occurs during the overall evaluation process. Researchers have, however, suggested
that when narrowing down reliable and valid KS techniques (both elicitation and evaluation
techniques) one must consider the cognitive demands required for the task (Ruiz-Primo et al.,
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1997). For example, McClure et al. (1999) suggested that the reliability of scores, assigned to
concept maps by raters, is related to the cognitive complexity of the evaluation process used to
derive those scores.
McClure et al. (1999) referred to cognitive complexity as the demand the evaluation
process places on the rater’s cognitive processes (e.g., the storage and retrieval process). They
argued that as the cognitive demands of the process increases, the reliability of the ratings
decreases. Other than a limited description of the potential demand on working memory, there
has been no explanation of how the cognitive demands of a KS evaluation influence reliability
and validity. Here, an explanation was derived by delineating the cognitive processes that may
occur during the evaluation process. More specifically, the processes involved with the
temporary storage of information in working memory and the retrieval of information from long
term memory. As mentioned previously, this explanation was used to help better understand the
KS evaluation process, and to determine methods for mitigating the cognitive demands of the
evaluation.
Storage Process
Within Baddeley’s (2000) working memory model described in Chapter Three, the
storage process refers to the temporary storage of information within the episodic buffer that
occurs when the central executor forms a mental model. Given the limited amount of information
a rater is capable of storing at one time, the amount of information a rater must store during an
evaluation may affect the rating process. More specifically, if the capacity of the temporary store
is exceeded, then information retrieved from long term memory may be ―kicked out‖ or not
reach the storage cycle. This will then affect what information is used to create the mental model
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in the central executor. If this occurs over time, then the rater may form mental models
composed of different information about the domain across multiple evaluations. Therefore, the
reliability of KS ratings may be dependent on whether the storage process is affected by the
amount of information the rater must store during the evaluation process (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Depicts the reliability of KS ratings as being influenced by the effect that a rater’s
limited storage capacity has on the storage process.

Mitigating the Effects of a Limited Storage System
Reducing the complexity of a KS may reduce the amount of information the rater must
hold in memory during the KS evaluation process. More specifically, limiting the number of
concepts that are represented within the KS may alleviate the demands placed on the storage
process. As a result, raters can maintain the information within the storage system that has been
retrieved from long term memory, while continuing to add new information for the creation of
the mental model in the central executor.
Reducing the number of concepts, however, must not interfere with the accurate
representation of an operator’s knowledge or the rater’s ability to identify any misconceptions
about the operation. This presents a catch-22. Specifically, limiting the number of concepts used
to create a KS may limit the development of a KS that accurately depicts knowledge (Novak,
2006); having too many concepts however, may limit the rater’s ability to accurately assess the
KS.
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To my knowledge, there was limited to no research on exactly how many concepts
should be used to effectively measure an operator’s KS. Researchers have speculated that 15 to
20 concepts would suffice (J. D. Novak & Canas, 2006). Yin (2005) suggested that KS
elicitation and evaluations are more manageable when they are limited to between 8 and 12
concepts. After reviewing 15 studies that used concept map methods to elicit or evaluate KS, I
found that the number of concepts ranged from 9 to 36. Six of these studies used between 10 to
15 concepts, three ranged from 15 to 20, five used above 20, and one used below 10.
An, obvious, lack of consensus on how many concepts should be used to depict a KS
exists. The decision should, more than likely, be based on characteristics of the domain of
interest. The point here, however, is that if raters have less complex KSs to rate, then the
demands placed on a rater’s storage process may be mitigated or eliminating, thus, resulting in
more consistent ratings (see Figure 13). More specifically,

H3: raters who had less complex KSs to evaluate would produce more consistent ratings than
raters who had more complex KS to evaluate.

Figure 13. Depicts the mitigating effect of reduced complexity on the reliability of KS ratings.
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Long Term Memory Retrieval Process
The retrieval process that occurs during the knowledge structure (KS) evaluation process
may be affected by retrieval failures. A retrieval failure is defined by the degree to which a rater
can access information in long-term memory (Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966). One type of retrieval
failure may result from failing to recall information that has been encoded in long term memory.
This failure may be influenced by whether cues are available to trigger recall (Tulving &
Thomson, 1973). Another type of retrieval failure may result from the information not being
available to retrieve, and can be influenced by the degree to which the information was initially
encoded in memory (Fisher & Craik, 1977). In either case, retrieval failure may lead to the rater
recalling different or irrelevant information across multiple evaluations. Therefore, both the
reliability and validity of KS evaluations may be dependent on whether retrieval failures
influence the retrieval process (see Figure 14).

Figure 14. Depicts how the reliability of KS ratings is dependent on whether retrieval failures
affect the retrieval process.

Mitigating Retrieval Failures with Referent Material
As mentioned above, retrieval may be influenced by cueing availability. Therefore,
providing raters with material that contains information about a domain during the evaluation
process may reduce retrieval failures. Essentially, the information would serve as a trigger for
recalling information stored in long-term memory.
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Referent material for KS evaluations has been represented in many forms. For example,
McClure et al. (1999) developed referent material, referred to it as a ―master map‖, by creating a
concept map depicting propositions of that were considered ideal for defining the domain. This is
a common type of referent material that is often developed using an aggregation of several
experts’ KSs.
Referent material of this type has been used to evaluate KSs by calculating the overlap or
correlation between the contents of the referent KS and the contents of the operator’s KS (Acton,
Johnson, & Goldsmith, 1994). For example, researchers have calculated the overlap between the
number of links within a KS and the number of links within the referent KS (M. Harper, Evans,
Hoeft, & Jentsch, 2004; M. E. Harper, Schuster, Hoeft, & Jentsch, 2008). This method is
effective for assessing the structure of a KS however for more contextual evaluations the referent
material must assist a rater with the evaluation process. This is achieved when the referent
material acts as a cue; thereby, triggering the recall of information that may otherwise be
unattainable from long term memory. Having the referent material available for each assessment
should therefore allow raters to consistently access information to use for rating KSs across
multiple evaluations (see Figure 15). More specifically,

H4: raters who use referent material during a KS evaluation will produce more consistent
ratings than those who do not use referent material.
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Figure 15. Depicts the mitigating effect of reduced complexity on the reliability of KS ratings.

Mitigating Retrieval Failures with Domain Knowledge
During the KS evaluation process, the information a rater retrieves from long term
memory is based on their knowledge and understanding of the operation. Most theories on
memory retrieval are based on activation models where concepts in a semantic network are
activated by a source. While examining the contents of a KS, the semantic networks related to
the operation or specific aspects of an operation should activate. According to Anderson (1983),
activation of the concepts related to the source is a function of the strength between those
concepts. In other words, more activation will occur between concepts that have stronger and
closer relationships to the source. Therefore, a rater’s ability to retrieve accurate information
about an operation should be related to the amount of accurate and relevant information that can
be activated. As a result, during the KS evaluation process, limited to no activation will result in
the rater failing to retrieve information that may be used in the mental model development
process. This failure has implication for both the reliability and validity of the KS ratings.
Therefore, both the reliability and validity of KS evaluations may be dependent on the degree to
which domain knowledge can be activated.
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As one gains knowledge and experience with an operation, the interconnections between
concepts associated with the operation become stronger (Glaser & Bassok, 1989). Minimal to no
knowledge or experience with an operation, will result in limited to no connections between
concepts. As a result, someone with more knowledge of an operation should be able to
successfully retrieve relevant information from their memory, while one with little to no
operation knowledge will have minimal to no retrieval. In the former case, the rater has a more
accurate conceptualization of the operation that could lead to both more accurate (H5) and more
consistent (H6) ratings; particularly, when compared to raters in the latter case who may use
different, irrelevant information across multiple evaluations (see Figure 16). More specifically,

H5: raters with more knowledge of an operation would produce more consistent ratings than
raters with little to no knowledge of the operations.

H6: raters with more knowledge of an operation would produce more accurate ratings than
raters with little to no knowledge of the operations.

Figure 16. Depicts the mitigating effect of domain knowledge on the reliability of KS ratings.
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Overall Summary
The framework described in Chapter Three led to the discovering of one factor (domain
knowledge) and three techniques (i.e., FOR training, reducing the complexity of a knowledge
structure, and providing referent material) proposed to mitigate or eliminate errors related to the
limitations of raters. Figure 17 summarizes the hypotheses of how each mitigation method will
influence reliability/validity. Chapter Four below describes the study that was conducted to
investigate whether: (a) a FOR training, which focuses on how to evaluate KS, would mitigate
rater errors associated with the halo effect; and (b) whether reducing the complexity of a KS; (c)
providing a rater with referent materials; and (d) having more knowledge of the operation being
evaluated would mitigate the demands on the cognitive processes that occur during the
evaluation process.
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Figure 17. Summary of hypotheses.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Design
Based on the hypotheses presented above, two between-subject factors and four repeatedmeasures were used. The between-subjects factors were (a) referent map at two levels (referent
vs. no referent map), and (b) KS complexity at two levels (KSs with 7 concepts vs. KSs with 10
concepts). The within-subjects factors were four sets of KS evaluations. This resulted in a 2 x 2 x
4 mixed-model design.
Participants and Experimental Operation
Ninety-three volunteer participants evaluated KS outcomes that defined the process and
mechanics of steering an automobile. This operation was chosen based on the assumption and
prior observations that the population sampled would have a range of experience with and
understanding of an automobile’s operations.
Undergraduates seeking course credit in their psychology classes constituted the sample
for this study. The sample was comprised of 75 females and 18 males who ranged in age from 18
to 42 years (M = 20.25, SD = 3.58). Fifty-five of the participants had no knowledge of
automobile mechanics, 22 had a basic understanding, and 16 had a moderate to intermediate
understanding of automobile mechanics. No one reported having an expert understanding of
automobile mechanics. Out of the 38 participants who reported they had some automobile
mechanics knowledge, 20 reported having some understanding of steering mechanics. Number
of years driving ranged from 0 to 12 (M = 5.05, SD = 2.31). Finally, number of days driven per
week ranged from 0 to 7 (M = 5.05, SD = 2.31).
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Data Collection Schedule and Activities
Data collection occurred over three consecutive days (see Table 1). During Day Two, the
data was collected in a laboratory. On Day One and Day Three, the data was collected over the
internet. For Day One, participants first completed biographic forms and then an operation
knowledge test. On Day Two, participants completed four sets of KS evaluations, a
discrimination task, and the FOR training. For Day Three, participants completed one more set
of KS evaluations.
Table 1
Administration Procedures for Study across Three Days
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Materials and Procedures
As mentioned previously, the study took place over three consecutive days. Except for
the training, the materials for this study were administered from a webpage. Participants were
given a username and password to use throughout the study. Participants completed Day 1 at
least 24 hours before Day 2’s scheduled session. Furthermore, participants were denied access to
the experimental webpage for 24 hours after they completed Day 2. Day Three needed to be
completed within 24 hours after the 24 hour delay from Day 2. On Day 1, participants read the
waiver of consent (Appendix B) and completed the biographical data form (Appendix C). All
other materials are discussed in detail in the following sections.
The materials for this study were developed with the assistance of three experienced
mechanics. Each mechanic had more than five years of experience working on vehicles
including cars, trucks, and jeeps. Two of the experts were automotive technicians and one was a
diesel technician. All three experts had received formal classroom instructions in the area of
their expertise.
Operation Knowledge Test
Participants’ domain knowledge was collected using an operation-specific knowledge test
(Appendix D). On the first day of the study, participants answered 15 questions pertaining to the
components and mechanics of steering a car. The questions were obtained from the Website
www.howitworks.com and the Prentice Hall ASE Test Preparation Series, Steering and
Suspension workbook (Halderman & Mitchell, 2004). The website provided questions that target
novice-level to intermediate-level knowledge of automobile steering, while the workbook
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provided questions written by automobile industry experts and educators which targeted more of
an expert level of automobile steering knowledge.
To rank the difficulty of the test questions, the expert mechanics were asked to sort the 15
questions into three groups including questions that novices should be able to answer, questions
that intermediate and expert people should be able to answer, and questions that only an expert
should be able to answer. All of the questions were in a multiple-choice format with three
incorrect answers and one correct answer.
Knowledge Structures
The Team Performance Lab - Knowledge Assessment Testing Suite (Hoeft et al., 2003)
which is based on the concept map knowledge elicitation method was used to create the KSs
used for the evaluations. The KSs contained both structural (i.e., concepts, links) and contextual
(i.e., labels) components.
A total of four KSs were developed which contained the same contextual information,
however, the spatial location of the information varied. In order to accomplish this, an initial KS
(A) was created; KS (A) was then flipped to the right to produce a mirror image for KS (B). KS
(B) was then flipped upside down to produce KS (C). Finally, KS (D) was created by inverting
KS (A) (Appendix E). The purpose of this technique was to create a repeated measure that would
contain the same information, yet appear as if it was different. A pilot study was conducted to
determine the probability of the participants recognizing that the KSs were exactly the same.
The results indicated a low probability recognition rate; more specifically, when the pilot
participants evaluated two KSs back-to-back, only one out of ten reported that the information
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contained within was the same. Furthermore, the participant who recognized the KSs as being
the same had extensive knowledge of automotive mechanics, KSs, and KS evaluations.
KS Evaluation Administration
Once the KSs were developed, a program was created that allowed the participants to
click on each label within the KS and assign a rating using the prompted rating scale. Ratings
were chosen by clicking on a radio button. Once a label was rated, the rating appeared beside the
proposition on the map. Once all the propositions on the screen were scored, participants were
prompted to provide an overall rating (Appendix F shows the evaluation procedure in screen
shots).
As seen in Table 1 above, one set of KSs were evaluated back to back before the training
was administered, then two times after the training was administered, and then one time on Day
3. For the first set (pre-training), participants were instructed to evaluate each label within the
KS and the overall KS based on the correctness of the information. For Sets 2 through 4,
participants were asked to use the procedures they learned in the training to evaluate the KSs.
KS and Complexity
To determine whether the complexity of a KS would decrease the cognitive demands
associated with exceeding the capacity of working memory, the number of concepts within each
KS was manipulated. In particular, participants were randomly assigned to either 7-concept KSs
with 9 links and labels or 10-concept KSs with 12 links and labels (see Appendix G). As
mentioned previously, an ideal number for both eliciting and evaluating KSs is unknown. The
average number of concepts used in past studies was somewhere between 10 and 20. The number
of concept used in this study was determined by the automotive experts who decided on the
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minimum amount of concepts and links that could provide a basic KS of steering. The addition
of three more concepts allowed for three more links and labels which maximized the difference
between the 7-concept KS and the 10-concept KS while at the same time minimizing the time it
took to evaluate them.
Referent Material
To investigate whether referent material would assist with reducing the cognitive
demands associated with the long term memory retrieval process, a referent KS was developed
and randomly assigned to participants. Those in the referent condition were given a referent KS
to use for each KS evaluation. To develop the referent KS, KSs from the three expert mechanics
were averaged to create one ideal KS (Goldsmith, Johnson, & Acton, 1991). The ideal KS was
elicited from each expert using the concept mapping elicitation method which, as mentioned
above, facilitates the elicitation of both structural and contextual dimensions of one’s knowledge.
Once the expert’s individual KSs were created, the connections shared among them were used to
create an ideal referent KS. The mechanics were then given the KS that depicted only the shared
linked concepts. Each mechanic was asked to provide labels for the linked concepts. These labels
were then examined for similarities, and a single label was created. The mechanics were given a
KS that depicted the linked concepts and labels, and then asked to (as a group) determine
whether there were any discrepancies within the KS. The final referent KS was complete when
all the mechanics agreed that the KS depicted accurate and relevant information about
automobile steering (Appendix H).
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FOR Training
To investigate whether errors resulting from the halo effect could be mitigated using
training, theory-based rater error training was designed and administered to each participant
(Appendix I). The training was developed based on the FOR training paradigm (see Bernardin,
Buckley, Tyler, & Weisse, 2002) discussed in Chapter Three. The training instructed the
participants on the various dimensions within a KS (i.e., accuracy, relevancy, and density) and
how to evaluate the KS. The domain used for the training was photosynthesis. The training
described each dimension and explained how to assign a single score that best represents the
accuracy of the dimensions. Power point slides were used to administer the training. Each
participant had 15 minutes to review the training slides.
Training Effectiveness
A measure was developed and administered before and after training to determine
whether theory-based training was effective at teaching participants how to discriminate between
varying levels of quality among the dimensions within a KS (see Appendix J). For the task,
participants viewed twelve pairs of KSs and determined which of the pair was of better quality or
if the pair was of the same quality. Four different KSs were developed using familiar driving
concepts and propositions. Familiar domain information was used to allow participants to focus
on comparing the dimensions rather than focusing on the accuracy and relevancy of each
proposition; therefore, reducing confounds such as experience or knowledge of the domain.
This task was administered using a power point slide format. Once the task started, a pair
of KSs appeared, participants had 1.5 minutes to record, on paper, which KS was of a higher
quality, or if they were of the same quality. Once their response was recorded, the participants
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then clicked to the next pair of KSs. If a choice was not made within 1.5 minutes, the participants
were prompted to make a decision.
Each KS represented high, low, or both levels of density and accuracy; in particular, the
maps contained high density and high accuracy, high density and low accuracy, low density and
high accuracy, and low density and low accuracy. The KSs were paired so that six were used as
distracters/manipulation checks which were spread throughout the six experimental KSs. Every
participant viewed the twelve pairs of KSs in the same order. The order for the pre-training
administration was different from the post-training order. Table 2 explains what discriminations
were being made by participants when they correctly identified which KS represented a higher
level of quality.
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Table 2
Discrimination Task

Pair

Density and Correctness

Answer

Explain

1 and 2

HD/HC vs. HD/LC

1

demonstrates discrimination between
correctness with same density; high
correctness is better than low
correctness when same density

1 and 3

HD/HC vs. LD/HC

1

demonstrates discrimination between
density with same correctness; high
density is better than low density when
correctness is equal

2 and 3

HD/LC vs. LD/HC

3

demonstrates discrimination between
density and accuracy; low density is
better than high density when all is
correct in LD and non are correct in
HD

2 and 4

HD/LC vs. LD/LC

same

demonstrates that density is irrelevant
when nothing is correct

1 and 1

HD/HC vs. HD/HC

same

manipulation check

3 and 3

LD/HC vs. LD/HC

same

manipulation check

Dependent Variables
Rating Scale
The rating scale used to evaluate the KSs range from ―0‖ to ―4,‖ where ―0‖ indicated
poor quality and ―4‖ indicated excellent quality. This scale is representative of protocols used to
score KSs. For example, the McClure et al (1999) protocol depicted in Figure 5 above follows a
―0‖ to ―4‖ point scoring system for assessing both the contextual and structural information
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within a KS. Furthermore, Ruiz-Primo et al (1997) developed a proposition inventory which
provided raters with examples of varying qualities of propositions. The qualities included (a)
Excellent: outstanding and correct, shows a deep understanding of the relationship between two
concepts; (b) Good: complete and correct; shows a good understanding of the relationship
between the two concepts; (c) Poor: incomplete but correct; shows partial understanding of the
relationship; (d) Don’t Care: a valid relationship but doesn’t show understanding; and (e)
Inaccurate: incorrect proposition. Following the same schema, a similar scoring protocol was
used for this study; however, each point on the scale represented the correctness of the important
dimensions within a KS, particularly the accuracy and relevancy of the propositions (see Figure
18). After training, all participants had a copy of the evaluation protocol to refer to when
evaluating the remaining KSs. Prior to training, however, participants were only given the end
points of the scale labeled ―unacceptable‖ and ―exceptional.‖

Rating Concept Map Proposition Scores


A rating of “4” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and relevant
and the best possible explanation of the relationship between the Concepts



A rating of “3” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and relevant
and above average but not the best possible explanation



A rating of “2” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and relevant
and of average quality



A rating of “1” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and relevant
and of below average quality



A rating of “0” may indicate that the Proposition is either inaccurate and/or
irrelevant

Figure 18. Slide from training that describes what each point on the rating scale represents.
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Reliability Scores
Reliability scores represented the percentage of times a rater gave the same rating for the
same propositions within each Set of KSs (Set 1, 2, 3, and 4). More specifically, there were a
total of eight KS evaluations including one set pre-training and three sets post training, the
average amount of matches between each proposition within each of the four sets of evaluations
was calculated (see Equation 1). For example, if a participant gave the same ratings for 7 out of
twelve propositions within Set 2, then their reliability score would have been .58; meaning that
58% of the time they gave the same ratings to the same propositions within Set 2.
Each participant had one reliability score for each of the four sets of evaluations.
M (reliability) = ∑ [(F1…c + S1 …c)] / c

(1)

Where,
M = the KS Set (1, 2, 3, or 4);
F = the rating for the proposition within the first KS; (9 or 12)
S = the rating for the proposition within the second KS
c = the total number of propositions within the KS (9 or 12)
Validity Scores
Validity scores reflected how accurate participants’ ratings were as compared to true
ratings, or ratings obtained from the expert mechanics. To calculate the convergence between the
expert and the participant’s ratings (Validity), the same formula for calculating the reliability
score was used, however, each rating within a KS was compared to the true rating (see Equation
2); therefore, the score represents the percentage of times the participants’ ratings matched the
expert ratings. Each participant had a total of eight Validity scores.
(K) Validity = ∑ [(F1…c – E1 …c)] / c

(2)
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Where,
K = the Knowledge Structure (A, B, C, D, A2, B2, C2, D2);
F = the rating for the proposition within the KS (1 thru 9 or 12)
E = the expert rating for the proposition; and,
c = the total number of propositions within the KS (9 or 12)
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS
Overview
All analyses were conducted using SPSS 15 for Windows. Unless otherwise noted, an
alpha level of .05 was used. Below, data cleaning efforts and manipulation checks are described
followed by the results from the hypotheses testing. To reiterate, both reliability and validity
were used to evaluate the psychometric properties of the ratings derived from a KS evaluation
method. Analyses and the results from hypotheses testing are presented in the following order:
first, the analyses and results related to FOR training and its ability to mitigate halo, second, the
analyses and results related to the impact that domain knowledge had on mitigating retrieval
errors, and finally, the analyses and results related to KS complexity and the role of referent
material in mitigating cognitive demands on working memory. Additional analyses included
analyzing the effects that different levels of the independent variables had on the dependent
variables.
Data Cleaning
One-hundred and three participants completed the entire study. SPSS EXPLORE was
used for evaluating the normality of the data. The data was first inspected for accuracy by
looking for out of range variables, outliers, plausible means, and plausible standard deviations.
Inspection of the data led to the deletion of nine cases due to participants assigning the same
rating for all propositions in more than two Sets of evaluations (i.e., assigning a 4 to all the
propositions in Set 1 and Set 2). Of the remaining 93 cases, there was one with an extreme
reliability score (i.e., fell more than 3.5 standard deviations from the mean). The participant only
had one outlying score in their data set; therefore, instead of deleting the case, the participant’s
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outlying score was adjusted to be one unit smaller than the next most extreme case in the
distribution. This allowed the participant’s data to be included without having an extreme
influence on the distribution. Table 3 through 6 presents the descriptive statics and correlation
matrices of the reliability scores for Set 1, 2, 3, 4, and Validity scores for the initial KS
evaluation (KS A), the KS evaluation immediately following training (KS B), and the first KS
evaluation on the following day (KS C).
Table 3
Centrality Statistics for Reliability Scores
Reliability Scores

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard DV

Set 1

93

0.111

1.000

0.524

0.189

Set 2

93

0.000

1.000

0.664

0.204

Set 3
Set 4

93
93

0.222
0.000

1.000
1.000

0.746
0.701

0.180
0.209

Table 4
Centrality Statistics for Validity Scores
Expert Convergence Scores

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard
DV

KS A

93

0.000

0.667

0.331

0.135

KS B

93

0.000

0.667

0.303

0.130

KS C

93

0.000

0.667

0.307

0.133
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Table 5
Correlations Matrix for Reliability Scores
reliability

Set 1

Set 2

Set 1

1.000

Set 2

0.168

1.000

Set 3

0.379**

0.370**

Set 3

Set 4

1.000

Set 4
0.107
0.306**
** Significant at p < 0.01 (2-tailed)

0.283**

1.000

Table 6
Correlation Matrix for Validity Scores
Validity

KS A

KS A

1.000

KS B

0.198

KS B

KS C

1.000

KS C
0.020
0.274**
** Significant at p < .01 (2-tailed)

1.000

Multivariate normality of the reliability scores and Validity scores among the four sets of
evaluations was examined using the QQ plot function in SPSS which plots observed values
against a normal distribution. As seen in Figure 19 and 20 below, the reliability scores for all
Sets of KSs and the Validity scores for KS A, KS B, and KS C were closely distributed around
the normal line.
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Figure 19. QQ plots showing normal distribution for the overall reliability scores.
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Figure 20. QQ plots showing normal distribution for the overall Validity scores.

Furthermore, QQ plots were used to assess the normality of the reliability scores and
Validity scores for each of the 4 sets of evaluations within each group, where group 1 was the
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10-concept / no referent group (see Figure 20 and 21), group 2 was the 7-concept / no referent
group (see Figure 21 and 22), group 3 was the 10-concept / referent group (see Figure 23 and
24), and group 4 was the 7-concept / referent group (see Figure 25 and 26). All distributions
were closely distributed along the expected value line with minimal to no deviation. It was
concluded that the multivariate assumption of normality for the reliability and validity scores
within each group was met.
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Figure 21. QQ plots showing normal distribution for reliability scores in the 10-concept / no
referent group.
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Figure 22. QQ plots showing normal distribution for Validity scores in the 10-concept/no
referent group.
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Figure 23. QQ plots showing normal distribution for reliability scores in the 7-concept / no
referent group.
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Figure 24. QQ plots showing normal distribution for Validity scores in the 7-concept/ no referent
group.
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Figure 25. QQ plots showing normal distribution of reliability scores in the 10-concept / referent
group.
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Figure 26. QQ plots showing normal distribution for Validity scores in the 10-concept / referent
group.
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Figure 27. QQ plots showing normal distribution for reliability scores in the 7-concept / referent
group
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Figure 28. QQ plots showing normal distribution for Validity scores in the 7-concept / referent
group.
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Manipulation Check
To test whether the frame-of-reference (FOR) training was effective at teaching what
dimensions with a knowledge structure (KS) should be evaluated, the participants’ ability to
identify KSs that correctly represented both structural and contextual characteristics was
assessed. This was done by using the total of correct responses for the pre-, and then postadministration of the discrimination task described above. A paired samples t-test was used to
determine if the participants’ overall scores on the discrimination task were higher after
receiving rater training. The test showed that participants had significantly higher scores post
training (M = 9.01, SD = 1.691) than pre-training (M = 7.81, SD = 1.548); t (91) = 6.87, p <
.0001, η2 = .34.
Hypothesis Testing
Analysis of Hypothesis 1 and 2
FOR training was identified as a method for reducing the halo effect within KS
evaluations; specifically, by providing raters with a deeply encoded conceptualization of the
evaluation process that could be consistently applied across multiple evaluations. Therefore, it
was hypothesized that FOR training would increase the reliability within a participant’s ratings.
A multivariate repeated-measures analysis of variance with reliability scores for the pre-training
set (Set 1) and the three post-training sets (Set 2, 3, and 4, ) as the repeated measures was used to
test this hypothesis. Under the assumption of Sphericity, a main effect of FOR training was
found, F (3, 276) = 30.233, p < .0001; η p 2 = .247. Pairwise comparison using Least Squares
Differences (LSD) tests indicated that Set 1 was significantly different from Sets 2, 3, and 4.
Furthermore, Set 2 was significantly different from Set 3 (see Figure 29).
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Figure 29. Means from the reliability scores across four Sets of KSs showing the upward trend
on Day 1, then the leveling on Day 2.

For subsequent reliability analyses, Set 1 data was tested as a covariate and used where
applicable. Furthermore, Set 4 was used for the remaining analyses. Set 4 was chosen because it
was assumed that Set 4 had been the least influenced by practice effects. Practice effects for this
study would have been related to memorizing the ratings. Participants evaluated the same
propositions within each KS; therefore, any significant effects may have resulted from
remembering the ratings they had previously assigned to each proposition, rather than as a result
of the manipulated variables. The higher reliability scores for Set 3 show that there was most
likely a memorization effect between Set 2 and 3. Without this effect, Set 2 and Set 3 would not
have been significantly different. It appears, however, that the memorization effect was
eliminated for Set 4 when the time period between the evaluations was the greatest. In fact, Set 4
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was not significantly different from either Set 2 or Set 3 which suggests that any benefits gained
from the memorization effect diminished, resulting in the participants regressing to their mean
reliability scores.
Analysis of Hypothesis 3
Reducing the complexity of a KS was proposed to reduce the demand on a rater’s storage
process, thereby facilitating the development of a mental model that is consistently used across
multiple evaluations. Therefore, hypothesis 3 stated that reducing the complexity of a KS would
lead to more consistent ratings. First, the assumption of equality of slopes, which was required
for using Set 1 as a covariate, was tested. The interaction between the variables was not
significant, so Set 1 was used as a covariate. A one-way between-subjects analysis of covariance
with complexity (10-concepts vs. 7-concepts) as the IV and reliability scores for Set 4 as the DV
was conducted. Although the 7-concept group had a higher percentage of matches than the 10concept group, the ratings were not significantly more reliable when the complexity of the KS
was reduced, F (1, 90) = 0.839, p = .362 (see Figure 30)
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Figure 30. Mean reliability scores for the 10 concept KS group (left) and the 7 concept KS group
(right).

Analysis of Hypothesis 4
Referent material was proposed to facilitate the retrieval of information stored in long
term memory, thereby allowing the rater to recall and use the same information to form a mental
model that is consistently applied across multiple evaluations. Hypothesis 4, therefore, stated that
participants who used referent material while evaluating KSs would have more consistent ratings
than those who did not use referent material. The equality of slopes assumption was met;
therefore, Set 1 was used as a covariate. A one-way between-subjects analysis of covariance
with Set 1 as the covariate, referent conditions (no referent vs. referent) as the IV, and the
reliability scores for Set 4 as the DV was conducted. Although the referent group had more
matches within their ratings, the referent model alone did not significantly increase the reliability
of the ratings F (1, 90) = 2.948, p = .089 (see Figure 31).
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Figure 31. Mean reliability scores for the No Referent (left) and Referent (right) groups.

Analysis of Hypothesis 5
Raters with domain knowledge were proposed to be able to active more information
about the domain, thus form a consistent mental model across multiple evaluations. Therefore,
Hypothesis 5 stated that participants who had more knowledge of steering would have more
consistent ratings than participants with limited to no knowledge of steering. A median split was
used to group participants into high- and low-domain knowledge categories. As mentioned
previously, the domain knowledge test consisted of 15 questions. The number of correct answers
was totaled for each participant. Participants correctly answered anywhere between 2 to 14
questions. The mean score was 7.95 with a standard deviation of 2.138. The distribution of this
data allowed for a nice median split. Using 8-correct as the criterion, the result was 52 participant
in the low-domain knowledge group and 41 participants in the high-domain knowledge group.
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The interaction between Set 1 and domain knowledge was not significant; therefore, Set 1
was used as a covariate. A one-way between-subjects analysis of covariance with Set 1 as the
covariate, domain knowledge level (high vs. low) as the IV and Set 4 reliability as the DV was
conducted. The result indicated that more domain knowledge did not increase the reliability of
the ratings, F (1, 90) = 0.002, p = .963 (See Figure 32).

Figure 32. Mean reliability scores for the low domain knowledge group (left) and the high
domain knowledge group (right).

Analysis of Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 6 stated that domain knowledge would increase the accuracy of a rater’s
ratings. A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance with domain knowledge level (high vs.
low) as the IV and the accuracy scores for the initial KS evaluation as the DV was conducted.
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The result indicated that more domain knowledge did not increase the accuracy ratings, F (1, 90)
= 0.002, p = .963 (See Figure 33).

0.5

Validity

0.4

0.3

0.2

M = 0.319
SD = .148

M = 0.343
SD = .125

Low Domain Knowledge

High Domain Knowledge

0.1

0

Figure 33. Mean reliability scores for the low domain knowledge group (left) and the high
domain knowledge group (right).

Supplemental Analyses
Supplemental analyses were conducted to explore how the participants’ reliability and
validity scores were influenced by different levels of the manipulated variables including, low
complexity/high complexity, referent/no referent, and less domain knowledge/more domain
knowledge.
A repeated measures ANCOVA was used to conduct these analyses. The repeated
measures included the reliability scores or validity scores for Set 1, Set 2, and Set 4 (Set 3 was
left out because of the potential memorization effect discussed above). Furthermore, the
complexity level (7-concepts vs. 10-concepts) and the referent condition (referent vs. no referent)
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were the IVs, and the scores from the steering knowledge test served as the CV. There were no
significant interactions for validity; however, there was a significant interaction between the
complexity and referent conditions for the reliability scores, F (1, 88) = 16.92, p < .0001, η 2 =
.192 (see Figure 34). There was no significant crossover effect, however, there was a significant
simple effect between the referent vs. no referent groups at low complexity, F (1, 88) = 4.503, p
= .0462, indicating that the referent material significantly increased reliability when participants
had less complex KSs to rate.

Figure 34. Depicts the simple effect indicating that those who scored less complex KSs had more
reliable KS ratings when they were provided referent material.

Given this result, I looked for more instances where the mitigation methods or factor was
effective within different groups of participants. Using a between-subject ANOVAs, I found that
raters within the low domain knowledge condition had significantly more reliable rating when
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scoring less complex KSs (M = 0.636, SD = 0.215), than when scoring more complex KSs (M =
0.742, SD = 0.155), (F = 4.096, p = .048) (see Figure 35).

0.9

Reliabilty

0.75
0.6
0.45
0.3

M =0.742
SD = 0.155

M = 0.636
SD = 0.215

0.15
0
10-concept-KS

7-concept KS

Figure 35. Depicts the significantly higher reliability scores for those who scored less complex
KSs (right) as opposed to those who scored more complex KSs (left), within the low
domain knowledge group.

Furthermore, participants in the high domain knowledge group had significantly more
reliable ratings when assigned to the referent material group (M = X, SK + X), than when
assigned to the control (M = X, SD = X) (see Figure 36).
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0.75
0.6
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0.3

M = 0.784
SD = 0.213

M = 0.614
SD = 0.234

0.15
0
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Figure 36. Depicts the significantly higher reliability scores for those who received referent
material (right), as opposed to those who did not receive referent material (left),
within in the more domain knowledge group.
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion of Results
The primary purpose of this study was to identify methods that may mitigate the negative
influence of a rater’s limitations on the reliability and validity of knowledge structure (KS)
evaluations. The methods and factors studied here included providing frame-of-reference (FOR)
training, reducing the complexity of a KS, providing referent material, and having domain
knowledge. Figure 37 represents the KS process framework used to guide this study (also seen in
Chapter Three, Figure 9). The results of this study lead to an iteration of the KS process model
depicted in Figure 37 (see Figure 38). The updated model depicts which mitigation techniques
work together to affect the relationship between a rater’s limitation and its respective cognitive
process. This model is described in more detail in the following sections.

Figure 37. Depicts the original KS process framework that guided this study.
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Figure 38. Depicts the revised KS process framework derived from the results of the study.

The Effectiveness of Frame-of-Reference Training
To reiterate, the halo effect in conceptual evaluations manifests itself as a tendency of a
rater to derive ratings using only a subset of dimensions, rather than providing a rating that
represents the quality of all relevant dimensions (Eckes, 2008; G. Engelhard, 1994). Prior to this
investigation, minimal to no research, to my knowledge, had investigated how the halo effect
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influenced KS evaluations. From past research on job performance evaluations, it was assumed
that KS ratings are dependent on whether the halo effect influenced the decision process that
occurs while evaluating KSs.
FOR training was identified as a method for mitigating the negative effects that halo may
have on KS ratings. It was chosen based on its success at reducing halo within job performance
evaluations, and furthermore, its focus on teaching raters how to identify relevant dimensions
within a KS, and assign a score that represent the quality of those ratings. As hypothesized, FOR
training was able to increase the reliability of the KS ratings, as indicated by the approximate
25% increase in the reliability of the ratings both immediately and distally following the training.
In sum, FOR training was effective at facilitating the development of a deeply encoded
conceptualization of evaluating KSs that was consistently applied to immediate and future (oneday following training) KS evaluations.
The Effectiveness of Referent Material and Reduced Complexity
As discussed above, researchers who previously studied various KS evaluation
techniques had found that (a) the complexity of the evaluation and (b) not having referent
material to use when conducting the evaluation increases the cognitive demands of the KS
evaluation process. Although this study did not directly duplicate prior research results, the
findings showed that referent material did effectively increase reliability among those who
evaluated less complex KSs. Based on this result, it is assumed that the influence that retrieval
failures have on the retrieval process, and the influence that having a limited storage capacity
has on the storage process is mitigated by combining referent material with less complex
knowledge structures (shown as the blue and pink lines, respectively, in Figure 38 above).
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Additional simple effects showed that those with more knowledge of the operation
benefited from the referent material. As a result, it is assumed that the influence that retrieval
failures had on the retrieval process is mitigated when those with more domain knowledge use
referent material (shown as the orange line in Figure 38 above). Furthermore, those with less
domain knowledge benefited from reducing the complexity of a KS; therefore, the influence that
having a limited storage capacity has on the storage process is mitigated among those with low
domain knowledge when evaluating less complex knowledge structures (shown as the yellow
line in Figure 38 above).
Overall, it was concluded that the effectiveness of a mitigation technique may often be
dependent on its use with other mitigation techniques, or on the characteristics of the rater (e.g.,
domain knowledge).
Study Limitations
It is important to note the difficulties faced when conducting evaluations that rely on
subjective assessments, such as KS evaluations. Research, dating back a half a century ago on
performance ratings, evidences the endless issues that may be encountered during the evaluation
process. Although KS evaluations do not share the same complexity associated with evaluating
human behaviors, they do present challenges that arise from attempting to evaluate information
that has been stored in the complex, ever-acquiring structures within memory. This study is
among the first to methodically investigate, and attempt to mitigate these challenges.
Training Design
One limitation of the study was the design used to investigate whether frame-of-reference
(FOR) training increased the reliability of the KS ratings. Given the constraints with the data
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collection process, a within-subjects design was used to test the effectiveness of the training.
This design, as opposed to using a control condition, does not allow for the elimination of
confounding variables. Therefore, it may be the case that the 25% increase in reliability from pre
to post training was related to the participants becoming more practiced at, or more familiar with
the evaluation process. Future studies must further investigate whether FOR training accounts for
a significant portion of the increase in reliability, and determine what other factors may have
contributed to the 25% increase seen here.
Generalizability
Another limitation of the study is its lack of generalization to the targeted population. As
discussed in the introduction, the goal of the study is to identify methods and procedures for
implementing KS evaluations in environments where knowledge of complex systems and
procedures are being learned. The participants in this study do not represent the targeted
population. This study, however, provides researchers with a framework and methods for
studying KS evaluations in more complex learning environments.
Additional Rater Error
Finally, aside from the halo effect, this study did not specifically attempt to mitigate other
types of common rater errors. As a result, some of the participants’ ratings tended to be restricted
to the higher end of the scale. This range restriction may have actually inflated the reliability of
the participants’ ratings, thus masking the true effects of the mitigation techniques. For example,
the overall tendency of the rater’s to elicit biases may have prevented them from effectively
using their domain knowledge.
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Implications
Despite its limitations, this study provides both immediate and future implications.
Future Implications
There are several avenues of research to follow based on the results of this study
including: (a) exploring the boundaries of the mitigation methods, (b) exploring the effects of
mixing mitigation methods on cognitive processes, and (c) further exploring the influence of
domain knowledge on the evaluation process.
Explore the Boundaries of the Mitigation Methods. This study showed that reducing the
complexity of a Knowledge Structure (KS) was effective at increasing reliability among rater’s
with low knowledge of the domain. Researchers should investigate at what point a rater with
more knowledge of the domain is affected by the complexity of the KS. Furthermore, the
referent model assisted those with more knowledge of the domain, even among participants who
had a minimal understanding of the domain. Researchers should determine whether this effect is
true at expert levels of domain knowledge; or, whether raters with more domain knowledge
encounter more demands due to conflicts between what is represented in the referent material,
and what they have stored in memory.
Exploring the Effects of Mixing Mitigation Methods on Cognitive Processes. The
interaction found among complexity and referent material is indicative of a storage-by-retrieval
interaction. Essentially, whether the retrieval process was affected by retrieval failures was
dependent on whether the capacity of the episodic buffer was exceeded. Future studies must
further investigate the interactions between the cognitive processes that occur during KS
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evaluations, and specify conditions under which a mitigation method may or may not be
effective.
Further Exploring the Influence of Domain Knowledge. The finding that referent material
was effective at increasing reliability among those with more domain knowledge suggests that a
certain amount of domain knowledge is necessary for the referent material to be effective. This
finding, however, may be related to the referent material used. Raters with less knowledge of a
domain may not successfully use referent material that only presents an ideal KS. Future
research should investigate whether other forms of referent material (e.g., an inventory of
propositions or power point slides containing domain information) will assist those with minimal
knowledge of the domain.
Immediate, Practical Implications
Several practical implications were identified in the form of guidelines to follow when
implementing the KS evaluation method.
Guideline 1: Provide raters with training that explains what dimensions are
important to evaluate within a KS, and how to provide a rating that represents those
dimensions.
Guideline 2: If a KS consists of a lower number of concepts (7 or less here), and
then provide the rater with a referent KS containing propositions that the organization
sees as effectively defining the operation.
Guideline 3: If a rater has little to no knowledge of the operation being assessed,
then only assign KSs that have fewer concepts.
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Guideline 4: If raters have knowledge of the operation, then provide them with a
referent KS.
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APPENDIX B: WAIVER OF CONSENT FORM
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INFORMED VOLUNTARY CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE
Please read this consent document carefully before you decide to participate in this study
You must be 18 years of age or older to be included in the research study.

1. You are being asked to voluntarily participate in a research study titled ―Investigating the
Validity of Concept Map Evaluations.‖ As a volunteer, you are asked to participate in our
approximately 3-hour study that will take place over 3 consecutive days on both the internet and
in the laboratory. For the first and third day you will complete the study on the internet from a
location of your choosing. For the second day you must complete the study in our laboratory. On
the first day (internet) you will complete two tasks including (a) filling out a demographics form
and (b) completing a multiple choice test on steering an automobile. The tasks for Day 1 should
take approximately 35 minutes to complete. For the second day, which will be done at the
Psychology Building in room 303G, you will complete four tasks including (a) evaluating a
concept map, (b) evaluating a second concept map, (c) viewing training slides on how to score
concept maps, (d) evaluating a third concept map, and (e) evaluating a fourth concept map. The
second day should take approximately 2 hours to complete. Finally, on third day (internet) you
will complete two tasks including (a) evaluating a concept map, and then (b) evaluating a second
concept map. The third day should take approximately 30 minutes to complete.

You do not have to answer any questions that you do not wish to answer on any of the
questionnaires, and have the right to learn more about the study before signing this
informed consent form.
2. The purpose of this study is to determine under what conditions participants can reliably and
validly evaluate concept maps.

3. The investigator believes there is a slight risk of breach of confidentiality associated with
participation. We must link your name with your username in order to give you extra
credit. Although a link between your name and your username is recorded, it is stored
completely separate from your responses to the tasks in this study. We assure you that
ever possible procedure is being taken to maintain your confidentiality.
4. You understand that you will receive no direct benefit other than:



An opportunity to learn about concept mapping
A copy of any publications resulting from the current study, if requested

5. You understand that participation in face-to-face studies (Day 2) earns more points than
participation in online studies (Day 1 and Day 3). Each half hour in a face-to-face study
counts as a half (.50) percentage point, whereas each half hour in an online study counts
as a quarter (.25) of a percentage point. Points are rounded up. For Day 2, a half (.50)
percentage point is awarded for 30 minutes or less whereas 1 percentage point is awarded
for 30 minutes or more. Thus, if on Day 2 you participate for 2 hours and 15 minutes you
will receive 2.50 percentage points. If you participate on Day 1 or Day 3 for 20 minutes
you will receive a quarter (.25) of a percentage point. If you participate on Day 1 or Day
3 for 40 minutes you will receive a half (.50) percentage point.
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6. Your identity will be kept confidential. The researcher will make every effort to prevent anyone
who is not on the research team from knowing that you gave us information, or what that
information is. For example, your name will be kept separate from the information you give,
and these two things will be stored in different places. Your information will be assigned a code
number. The list connecting your name to this number will be stored on a password protected
computer in the Psychology Building Room 303G. Only the experimenter will have access to
this computer. When you have completed the study, your code number and name will be
permanently removed from the computer. The information we collect from you will be
combined with information from other people who took part in this study. When the researcher
writes about this study to share what was learned with other researchers, she will write about this
combined information. Your name will not be used in any report, so people will not know how
you answered or what you did.

7. If you have any questions about this study you should contact the following individual:
Principal Investigator: Michelle Harper (407) 882-0305
E-mail: Mharper@ist.ucf.edu
The person doing this research is Michelle Harper, a Ph.D. student in the Psychology department
at UCF. Because the researcher is a graduate student she is being guided by Dr. Florian Jentsch,
a UCF faculty supervisor in the Psychology department. If you have any questions about the
study or would like to report a problem, please contact Florian Jentsch at 407-882-0304;
fjentsch@mail.ucf.edu

8. Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and will not affect your grade or
status in any program or class.
9. Your participation in this study may be stopped by the investigator at any time without
my consent if it is believed the decision is in your best interest. There will be no penalty
or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled at the time your participation is
stopped.
10. No out of pocket costs to you may result from your voluntary participation.
11. If you decide to withdraw from further participation in this study, there will be no
penalties. To ensure your safely and orderly withdrawn from the study, you should
inform the Principal Investigator, Michelle Harper
12. Official government agencies may have a need to inspect the research records from this
study, including yours, in order to fulfill their responsibilities.
13. You have been informed that your consent form will be stored under lock and key.

14. If you have any questions about your rights in the study, you may contact:
Institutional Review Board, University of Central Florida
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Office of Research & Commercialization
12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501
Orlando, FL 32826-3246
(407) 823-2901

15. You are aware that if you have any questions about this study and its related procedures
and risks, as well as any of the other information contained in this consent form, or
would like to review the study materials prior to completing the study you may contact
the experimenter at cmresearchstudy2@yahoo.com prior to signing this consent. Your
signature below indicates that (a) all your questions have been answered to your
satisfaction, (b) you understand what has been explained to you in this consent form
about your participation in this study, (c) you feel you do not need any further
information to make a decision about whether or not to volunteer as a participant in this
study, (d) you give your voluntary informed consent to participate in the research as it
has been explained to you, and (e) you acknowledge that you may receive a copy of this
form from the experimenter for your own personal records.

If you do not agree with the following statements, please do not submit your responses to the task
associated with this study.
By submitted my responses to the tasks associated with this study I am indicating that:

□ I have read and completely understand the information contained within this document
□ I voluntarily agree to take part in this study
□ I am at least 18 years of age or older
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Demographic Questions
(1) What is your gender?
Female

Male

(2) What is your age? _________
(3) What year are you in college?
Freshman

Sophomore

Senior

Graduate

Automotive Mechanics Experience
(1) Please rate your level of experience with automotive mechanics by circling one of
the points on the scale below. The descriptions of each point on the scale below
should assist you with making your rating.

NONE = I have no experience in performing Automotive mechanic tasks
BASIC = I have performed basic activities related to automotive mechanics in a limited number
of different situations
MODERATE = I have performed basic activities related to automotive mechanics in a wide
variety of situations
INTERMEDIATE = I have performed complex activities related to automotive mechanics in a
limited number of different situations
SIGNIFICANT = I have performed complex activities related to automotive mechanics this task
in a wide variety of situations

Automotive Steering Experience
(2) How many times have you conducted mechanical tasks associated with an automobile
steering system?
0

times_______

1 to 20 times _______

20 or more times _____
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(3) How long have you been conducting mechanical tasks associated with an automobile
steering system?
N/A _______

Less than 5 years _______

More than 5 years _______

(4) Have you conducted mechanical tasks associated with an automobile steering system in
any of your jobs? Yes _______

No _______

(4a) If yes, for how many years did you do this job? _______

Driving Experience Questions
(1) How many years have you been driving with or without a permit/license?
(2) How long have you held a driver’s permit/ driver’s license?

_________

__________

(3) How many days do you drive a car in a typical week? (circle one)
Less than once a week 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(4) What kind of vehicle do you drive most often?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

(5)

Car
Van or minivan
Sport utility vehicle
Pickup truck
Other truck
Motorcycle
Other (SPECIFY) __________

How many accidents have you been involved in over the past year when you were the
driver? _________

(6) How would you rate the quality of your driving?

Poor

Excellent
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Steering Knowledge Test

Please only circle one answer

1. A car is steered directly by the driver with a _______________________.
A.
B.
C.
D.

steering shaft
steering linkage
steering wheel
tires

2. What type of force is needed from a driver to initiate the steering process?
A.
B.
C.
D.

rotational
lateral
vertical
spinning

3. What is the purpose of power steering?
A.
B.
C.
D.

it aids in acceleration
it helps to charge the car’s battery
it makes it easier to turn the steering wheel
it makes it easier to go in reverse

4. If the power steering stops working it will?
A.
B.
C.
D.

make it difficult to accelerate
make it difficult to open the door
make the steering feel heavy
make the steering feel light

5. When you want to turn left or right when driving a car, you will directly turn the
_______________.
A.
B.
C.
D.

steering column
steering wheel
steering gear
accelerator
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6. Which unit is a steering shaft a part of?
A.
B.
C.
D.

steering linkage assembly
steering gear assembly
power steering pump assembly
steering idler assembly

7. What is meant by the term ―under steer‖?
A.
B.
C.
D.

the tendency for a vehicle to steer on a smaller turning circle than is expected
the steering wheel is situated in front of the first axle
the steering wheel is situated directly over the first axle
the tendency for a vehicle to steer on a larger turning circle than is expected

8. What steering system does a car commonly have?
A.
B.
C.
D.

recirculating-ball
power assist
active steering
rack-and-pinion

9. In a power steering system, what is the purpose of the pump?
A.
B.
C.
D.

it pumps air through the system
it prevents the system from locking
it provides hydraulic power
it cools the system

10. What is steering ratio?
A. the ratio of how much power the drive must use on the steering wheel, to the
power of the steering system itself
B. the ratio of how far the driver turns the steering wheel to how far the car’s wheels
turn
C. the ratio of how far the driver turns the steering wheel to how much resistance the
wheels have
D. the number of turns the steering wheel can do before it locks
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11. What is steering castor?
A. a steering joint lubricant
B. a front hub grease slinger
C. a steering geometry feature
D. a constant velocity joint component
12. The camber angle setting of a road wheel determines?
A.
B.
C.
D.

the plane of a road wheel in relation to the vertical
the wheel bearing type
the maximum amount that the steering can be turned towards locks
the maximum rebound action

13. Which force is a steering column most subjected to in normal use?
A.
B.
C.
D.

torsion
sheer
bending
decompression

14. Which one of the following determines the amount of steering 'toe out' (Ackerman effect)
on locks?
A.
B.
C.
D.

steering arm to stub axle angle
castor
rack and pinion gear ratio
Toe

15. What best describes how a rack-and-pinion steering system works?
A. A rack-and-pinion gear set is enclosed in a tube that turns a tire rack. The tire
rack turns the cars wheels
B. A rack is connected to the steering wheel, which turns the pinion which turns the
car wheels.
C. A spindle moves the pinion, which sits on a rack.
D. The steering arm moves the pinion, which powers the rack to turn the wheels.
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KS C and D
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7 Concepts

10 Concepts
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Concept Map Evaluation Training

Overview
• In this training, you will learn about Concept Maps
and be given specific instructions on how to score
Concept Maps

• Following this training you should be able to answer
the following questions:
– What is the Concept Mapping technique?
– What does a Concept Map look like?
– How are Concept Maps evaluated?
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Concept Mapping

What is Concept Mapping?
• Concept Mapping is a technique that is used to depict a
person’s knowledge of a topic or a task
– After using the Concept Mapping technique, the end result is a
visual representation of the relationships between key
Concepts that define a task
– The following slide depicts a Concept Map of a person’s
knowledge of Photosynthesis
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m1

Components of a Concept Map
• As seen on the previous slide, a Concept Map is
made up of several components including
– Concepts, which are the terms that are relevant to the
topic or task
– Links, which are the arrows connecting the Concepts
– Labels, which describe the relationship between the
connected Concepts

• Together, the Concepts, Links, and labels form a
Proposition
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Components of a Concept Map
• Concepts
– Concepts are key terms that define a topic; without them, it would be
difficult to fully define a topic
– This Concept Map has Concepts that are necessary for defining
photosynthesis such as “sunlight” and “chlorophyll”
– The Concepts within a Concept Map are often pre-selected and given to
the creator

Components of a Concept Map
• Links
– A Concept Map is created by placing Links between Concepts that are
believed to be related
– For example, in this Concept Map the creator has indicated that there is a
relationship between Chlorophyll and Chloroplast
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Components of a Concept Map
• Links Cont’d
– Take note that the Links in the CM have arrows which indicate there is a
directional relationship between the concepts

– As you will learn, the connected concepts form statements about a topic;
therefore, the direction of the arrow indicates the flow of the statement

Chlorophyll

Chloroplast

Components of a Concept Map
• Labels
– Once a Link is created, the user will then provide a Label that describes the
relationship between the linked Concepts
– In this Concept Map the creator has indicated that, in terms of
Photosynthesis, the relationship between sunlight and chemical energy is
best described using the Label “is converted to”
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Components of a Concept Map
• Propositions
– Together Concepts, Links, and Labels form what is referred to as a
Proposition
– A Proposition is a statement about some object or event that defines a
topic
– Concept Maps are essentially networks of statements or Propositions that
define a topic

Components of a Concept Map
• Concept Map
– As a whole, the Concepts, Links, and Labels or Propositions should provide
a meaningful definition of the topic (i.e., photosynthesis)
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Evaluating Concept Maps

Evaluating Concept Maps

– If correctly evaluated, Concept Maps can provide a picture
of what a person knows about a topic
– In other words, your evaluation of a Concept Map provides
an estimation of what a person knows or understands
about a topic

– In the following slides, you will learn about a specific
Concept Map evaluation method that will help you with
accurately evaluating Concept Maps
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Evaluating Concept Maps
– For the remainder of this study, we ask that you apply the
procedures you learn from the following slides to your later
Concept Map evaluations
– By using this procedure, you can obtain scores that accurately
represent the quality of the Proposition within a Concept Map,
and the Concept Map as a whole

Evaluating Concept Maps
• Proposition vs. Whole Concept Map Evaluations
– The Concept Map evaluations you completed prior to this
training required you to provide ratings for both the
individual Proposition and for the Concept Map as a whole
– Here, you will learn different approaches to Proposition
evaluations and Whole Concept Map evaluations

Proposition

Whole Concept Map
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Procedures for Evaluating Concept Maps

Procedures for Evaluating Concept Maps
– This training will present a two step procedure for evaluating
Concept Maps
– When using this procedure you must consider the quality of
specific dimensions within the Concept Maps

Step 1

Step 2

Examine

Rate

Provide a rating that represents
the quality of the Concept
Map/Propositions

Provide a detailed examination of
the Concept Map/Propositions
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Procedures for Evaluating Concept Maps
• Concept Map Dimensions
– The dimensions that will be evaluated include Accuracy,
Relevancy, and Density
– In the following slides, you will learn how to apply the
evaluation procedure to, first, the Proposition evaluations,
then, the Whole Concept Map evaluations in terms of the
dimensions
Accuracy Relevancy
Density
Step 1

Step 2

Examine

Rate
Provide a rating that
represents the quality of the
Concept Map/Propositions

Provide a detailed
examination of the Concept
Map/Propositions

Proposition Evaluation
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Examining Propositions
• Step 1: Examine
– Step 1 requires an examination of the Propositions in terms
of the dimensions: Accuracy and Relevancy
– Therefore, the first step in the Proposition evaluation is to
Examine, in detail, the Accuracy and Relevancy of each individual
Proposition

Step 1

Examine
Provide a detailed
examination of each
Proposition

Examining Propositions
• Examining the Accuracy of the Proposition
– When examining the Accuracy of a Proposition, first consider
whether two connected Concepts share a relationship
– Ask Yourself: Do these Concepts share a relationship?

• For Example,
Chlorophyll

Sunlight

– The answer should be yes
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Examining Propositions
• Examining the Relevancy of the Proposition
– Since the Concepts share a relationship you must then
consider whether the label between the Concepts explains a
relationship that is relevant to the topic (i.e., Photosynthesis)
– Ask Yourself: Is the relationship relevant to Photosynthesis?

• For Example,
Chlorophyll

absorbs

Sunlight

– The answer should be yes, therefore you would proceed to
Step 2, rating the quality of the relationship

Rating Propositions
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Rating Propositions
– Step 2: Rating
– Once you have Examined a Proposition for Accuracy and
Relevancy, you will then assign a rating that represents the
quality of that Proposition

• Rating Scale
• To rate the individual Propositions you will use the same
rating scale as before
Unacceptable

0

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

Exceptional

1

2

3

4

Rating Propositions
• Rating for Accuracy and Relevancy
• Keeping your examination from Step 1 in mind, provide a
rating that represents both the Accuracy of the Proposition
and the Relevancy of the Proposition to the domain
– In the following slides you will learn how to consider both
Accuracy and Relevancy when assigning ratings

Unacceptable

0

Acceptable

1

Good

Very Good

Exceptional

2

3

4
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Rating Propositions
• Accuracy
– Consider the Propositions,
Chlorophyll

releases

Sunlight

Chlorophyll

absorbs

Sunlight

– The first Proposition should be rated a “0” given that it is an
inaccurate statement

– Because the second statement is accurate, the rating may
therefore be a “1” or above (up to “4”) depending on its level
of Accuracy and Relevancy

Rating Propositions
• Relevancy
– Consider the Propositions,
Radiation

is emitted from

Sunlight

Chlorophyll

absorbs

Sunlight

– The first Proposition should be rated a “0” given that it is not
relevant to photosynthesis
• In other words, the relationship does not help define photosynthesis

– The second statement is relevant, therefore a rating of a “1” or
above (up to “4”) may be assigned depending on its level of
Relevancy
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Rating Propositions
• Rating Propositions
– Once you have determined that a Proposition is both accurate
and relevant, then you must consider what rating represents
the Proposition’s appropriate level of Accuracy and Relevancy
Unacceptable

0

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

1

2

3

Exceptional

4

– The following slides provides examples of what each point on
the rating scale may represent

Rating Concept Map Proposition Scores
– A rating of “4” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and
relevant and the best possible explanation of the relationship between the
Concepts
– A rating of “3” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and
relevant and above average but not the best possible explanation
– A rating of “2” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and
relevant and of average quality
– A rating of “1” may indicate that the Proposition is both accurate and
relevant and of below average quality
– A rating of “0” may indicate that the Proposition is either inaccurate and/or
irrelevant
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Examining the Whole Concept Map

Examining the Whole Concept Map
• Examining the Concept Map
– To examine the Concept Map as a whole you must
consider the Accuracy and Density of the entire Concept
Map
– In other Words, you must provide a detailed examination
of the Accuracy of the Concept Map and the Density of the
information within the Map
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Examining the Whole Concept Map
• Accuracy
– When examining the Concept Map, first consider the
Accuracy of the Propositions as a whole
– Ask yourself,
On average are the Propositions in the Concept Map more accurate
or more inaccurate?

• Density
– Examining the Density requires an examination of how
many Propositions make up the Concept Map
– Ask yourself,
Is there enough information within the Concept Map to adequately
define the domain (e.g., photosynthesis)?

Rating the Whole Concept Map
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Rating the Whole Concept Map
– Step 2: Rating
– Once you have Examined the Concept Map for Accuracy and
Density, you will then assign a rating that represents the
quality of the Concept Map

• Rating Scale
• To rate the Concept Map you will use the same rating scale as
before
Unacceptable

0

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

Exceptional

1

2

3

4

Rating the Whole Concept Map
– A rating of “4” may indicate that the Concept Map contains exceptional
Propositions and contains an exceptional amount of information pertaining
to photosynthesis
– A rating of “3” may indicate that the Concept Map contains enough above
average information to define photosynthesis
– A rating of “2” may indicate that the Concept Map contains enough
information of average quality to define photosynthesis
– A rating of “1” may indicate that the Concept Map contains very little
accurate information pertaining to photosynthesis
– A rating of “0” may indicate that the Concept Map has no accurate
information pertaining to photosynthesis
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Review

Review
• Concept Mapping
– Concept Mapping is a technique that depicts a persons
knowledge or understanding of a topic

• Concept Map Components
– Concept Maps are made up of Concepts, Links, and Labels
which form Propositions
• Concept Map Evaluations
– For this study you will evaluate the individual Propositions
within the Concept Map, and then evaluate the Concept Map
as a whole.
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Review
• Concept Map Evaluation Procedures
– When evaluating Concept Maps, follow the Examine and Rate
steps

• Examining Concept Maps
– During the Examine step conduct a detailed evaluation of the
Concept Map by considering the
• Accuracy of the Propositions/the Concept as a whole
• Relevancy of the Propositions
• Density of the information contained within the Concept Map

Review
• Rating Concept Maps
– During the Rate step provide a rating that represents the level
of Accuracy and Relevancy of each Proposition
– During the Rate step provide a rating that represents the level
of Accuracy and Density of the Concept Map as a whole

• Rating Scale
Unacceptable

0

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

Exceptional

1

2

3

4
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Thank You For Your Attention
This concludes the Concept Map Evaluation Training, You have a total of 30
minutes to complete the training. The experimenter will let you know when the
30 minutes is over, at which time you will move on to the next task. You are
welcome to review the slides again if time permits.
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